On the characterization of crystallization and ice adhesion on smooth and rough surfaces using molecular dynamics Jayant K. Singh 1,2,a) and Florian M€ uller-Plathe Formation of ice on surfaces can adversely affect industrial processes and applications in daily life such as in power lines, aircraft, ships, and buildings.
1,2 Thus, there have recently been efforts to design such ice-repellant surfaces, and many of them have been inspired by the successes in the design of super-hydrophobic surfaces. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, the influence of surface texture is less understood for de-icing application, and attempts have been made to find linear correlation between the equilibrium work of adhesion of ice and the wettability of the substrate by liquid water (1 þ cos h), where h is the equilibrium (Young's) contact angle. 15, 16 Early attempts by Murase et al. 17 resulted in a significant scatter in the data, leading to weak correlation of the above expression. However, Meuler et al. 18 have recently confirmed the above correlation to hold between the work of ice adhesion (work to remove ice from the surface) and the receding contact angle of liquid water, for various surface coatings. They concluded that a reduction of the ice adhesion strength requires a surface on which water droplets exist in the Cassie-Baxter state (drop suspended on surface protrusions) before freezing occurs.
While some experiments indicate that superhydrophobic surface can minimize or eliminate ice formation, under some conditions, 19 other experiments, for example of Jung et al., 20 conclude that anti-icing design needs optimization of the competing influence of both freezing delay and liquidshedding ability, i.e., low adhesion. Recent work of Nosonovsky and Hejazi, 21 based on the theoretical analysis of mechanical forces acting on a liquid droplet and ice, suggests that it depends on the size of the roughness whether or not a superhydrophobic surface is at the same time icephobic. This is in line with the prediction 22 of a hard-sphere model that there is a optimal pit size on the surface for unrestrained growth of crystals. Furthermore, the lattice commensurability and incommensurability can affect crystal nucleation dramatically. 23 Moreover, the claim of Chen and co-workers that superhydrophobic surfaces cannot reduce ice adhesion 24 further corroborates other findings. Hence, the apparent contradictions of experiments confuse the picture of the role of roughness for the design of anti-icing surfaces. In this Letter, we demonstrate, using molecular dynamics, that freezing temperature and work of adhesion of liquid water, can be directly correlated with parameters of nanoscale roughness, if dependence on the wetting state is allowed for. Furthermore, we demonstrate clearly that the crystallization behavior on the rough surface can be characterized based on the wetting state of the liquid drops, and we extend the validity of an earlier continuum equation 25, 26 to the supercooled drop-surface systems. We use the coarse grain monatomic water model mW, 27 which consists of two-body, / 2 , and three-body contributions, 
, r ¼ 2.3925 Å , e ¼ 6.189 kcal/mol, and
A smooth surface is modeled using two atomistic graphene layers (bond length of 1.42 Å , interlayer spacing of 3.54 Å ). Texture is designed on top of the two graphene base layers, by using pillars made out of additional graphite sheets. Pillar width and pillar gap are in the order of 10-20 Å . Pillar heights are varied in the range of 10-20 Å Graphene atoms are kept immobile during the simulation. The contact angle is calculated by the procedure of Werder et al. 28 The interaction of a water molecule with surface atoms is modeled with the two-body part of Eq. (1); r ws is fixed at 3.2 Å , and e ws is varied in the range of 0.05-0.15 kcal/mol. 29 The other parameters are identical to those of the water-water potential. A local bond orientational order parameter 30 is used for each atom i to identify the ice structure following the procedure of Li et al. 31 LAMMPS 32 is used with the velocity-Verlet algorithm and a time step of 10 fs to carry out all molecular dynamics simulations. The number of surface atoms ranges from 12 000 to 30 000 depending on the desired surface roughness. The surface is around 140 Å Â 140 Å . Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all directions. The number of water molecules, N, is always 1 963. The system is initially equilibrated for 10 ns at 270 K (liquid) and 1 atm. A Nos e-Hoover thermostat and barostat (only in the z direction) are used to keep the temperature and pressure fixed, respectively.
We first simulated the nanodroplet without any surface at a cooling rate of 0.1 K/ns. The freezing temperature is found to be 194 6 2 K, in line with the prediction of Fletcher, 33 which states that freezing temperature reduces with decrease of the drop radius. Bulk mW freezes at $200 K. 34 The simulation with the surface is first cooled at 0.5 K/ns at 1 atm to 220 K. Then the system is further cooled at constant volume to T ¼ 170 K. At 170 K, an additional 200 ns run is conducted. The spatial distribution of the crystalline phases seen here is similar to that observed in an earlier work. 31 Crystallization of a water nanodroplet on the surface proceeds in three steps, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In the first stage, the number of ice-like particle grows sufficiently to form a critical nucleus ($40-60). This is followed by the second stage, a sudden phase transition, in which the number of ice-like molecules explodes. This is more evident in Fig.  1(b) , which shows continuous decrease in energy with reducing temperature until the phase transition. The third stage is slow incorporation of remaining free particles into the ice phase. Although the final number of ice-like particles does not depend on the water-surface interaction e ws , the growth of the ice nuclei leading to critical size for the transition is affected by it. With increasing attraction, the phase transition occurs at a higher temperature, i.e., higher hydrophilicity speeds up crystallization leading to a higher freezing temperature. The corresponding potential energy of the system (Fig.  1(b) ) shows a visible decrease associated not only with the fast crystal growth stage (2), but also the slow phases of nucleation (1) and crystal healing (3).
One long-standing question is the spatial preference of nucleation events. Do they start from the substrate surface or from the bulk? Heterogeneous nucleation has been investigated using simple models. 35, 36 For example, Xu et al.
36
showed that the duration of a metastable fluid state can be reduced or eliminated by patterned surfaces via a reduction in the free-energy barrier. This is in line with Auer and Frenkel, 37 who state that a commensurate substrate can lead to a negligible ($k B T) nucleation barrier. Recently, molecular dynamics has shown that tetrahedral fluids, based on the Stillinger-Weber potential for silicon and germanium, crystallize faster by several orders 38 in the presence of a free surface. This model is similar to the mW model used in this work; hence, we expect similar behavior. Fig. 1(c) shows the ice-like fraction for first, second, and higher layers, distinguished based on the density profile, with time. The first layer has the largest ice content at all temperatures; it crystallizes to 9%, whereas the remaining layers, including the second, are still 40% liquid like at 190 K (corresponding to 160 ns run length). This confirms that crystallization preferentially occurs at the surface, which is further evident from the ice profile (see supplementary material for Figure S1 ). 41 This is in line with the earlier observations for hard-sphere fluids on patterned substrate. 35, 37 We determine the freezing temperature as the temperature at which sharp drop in the energy and sharp jump in the fraction of ice particles are seen. To obtain an estimate, 4-6 independent simulations are performed. The freezing temperature increases linearly with the surface-water interaction strength e sw as shown in Fig. 1(d) . We also analyze the contact angle of the drop in the liquid state (270 K) and estimate from it the work of adhesion of liquid drop (per unit area) as W adh ¼ c lv 1 þ cos h ð Þ . 16 The work of adhesion is also defined as W adh $ c suf þ c l À c i , 16 where subscripts surf, l, and i stand for substrate, liquid, and solid-liquid interface, respectively. It follows that, wettability or reduced work of adhesion, Fig. 1(d) also presents the W 0 (a larger number means stronger adhesion or more wettable), with e sw . The dependence is linear for W 0 , and thus it also correlates well with the freezing temperature. The interfacial tension thus becomes more negative with e SW , indicative of stronger adhesion leading to higher freezing temperature. To summarize, an atomically smooth surface clearly shows an easier onset of crystallization with higher hydrophilicity. The data, however, are not in agreement with recent experiments done on "smooth" surfaces, where the hydrophilic surface is found to reduce the crystallization rate. 39 We attribute the difference to the residual molecular roughness on the hydrophilic (which was coated) and hydrophobic surfaces, used in the experiments.
We now address the crystallization behavior on rough surfaces (see supplementary material for Figure S2) . 41 We define the following parameters: fractional projected area, a ¼ (projected area of pillars in the unit cell)/(unit cell cross-section area), and the roughness factor r ¼ (actual wettable area)/(unit cell-cross sectional area), which are commonly used to describe Cassie-Baxter (water drop suspended on surface protrusions) and Wenzel (water entering the spaces between protrusions) states, respectively. Fig. 2 presents a typical snapshot of the water droplet in the Wenzel state. Corresponding crystallization states at different run time are shown in Fig. 3 . The freezing temperature is calculated akin to that for the smooth surface, which for the case as in Fig. 3 Tables S1, S2 , Figures S3-S6) . 41 Fig. 4(a) summarizes the freezing temperature for e sw ¼ 0.1 kcal/mol as a function of fractional projected area, a.
While the data do not suggest any explicit correlation, the freezing temperature, nevertheless, increases with increasing fraction of the projected area, a. The overall scatter in the data seen in Fig. 4 (a) mainly is due to the presence of Wenzel states, as identified by the density and energy profiles (see supplementary material for Figure S7) . 41 Fig. 4 (b) presents the freezing temperature against r, which, as expected, increases with decreasing fractional rough area, and approaches that of the smooth surface. However, the data are scattered and do not yield a good correlation. This is due to the presence of Cassie-Baxter states in the data (see supplementary material for Figure S7) . 41 It is evident that the freezing behavior cannot be clearly correlated to surface features if wetting states are ignored.
In order to find a clearer interpretation, we resort to the work on liquid near rough surfaces of Leroy and M€ ullerPlathe, 25, 26 who showed that down to molecular dimensions the solid-liquid interfacial tension, c sl , is directly correlated with different roughness parameters for the two wetting states. For the Cassie-Baxter-states, it is proportional to the fractional projected area: c sl / a. 25 In contrast, for the Wenzel states, the solid-liquid interfacial tension of a groove system is the weighted average of horizontal and vertical regions of the groove: 26 c sl;groove ¼ c sl;groove;H þ /c sl;groove;V , with the heterogeneity factor / ¼ (area of the vertical surface)/(unit cell cross-sectional area). Taking into account the limiting values of the solid-liquid tension of the horizontal and vertical sections, the surface tension of the groove system, c sl / /. Since the work of adhesion is directly proportional to the interfacial tension, W 0 should be linearly related to a and / for the two wetting states, which is indeed observed in Figs indeed supports various experimental observations, 24, 40 where high ice adhesion has been observed mainly because of a transition from the Cassie-Baxter state to the Wenzel state during the cooling process, before crystallization.
In summary, using molecular dynamics simulations, we demonstrate a linear relation of reduced work of adhesion and freezing temperature with corresponding roughness parameters for the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel states. Further, this work emphasizes the importance of the Cassie-Baxter state, as a design goal for ice-phobic surfaces. 18 J.K.S. wish to thank Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for financial support. J.K.S. also thanks Dr. Fr ed eric Leroy for stimulating discussions. This work was partially supported by the Department of Science and Technology, India.
